UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED FROM NW OF [ALT 32,000-72,000 FT], TOWARD WEST AND FACED SOUTH OF [ALT 32,000-72,000 FT]. B. 0940-0810, THREE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM SW OF [ALT 56,000-66,000 FT], TOWARD WEST AND FACED SOUTH OF [ALT 56,000-66,000 FT]. C. 0930-1700, 18 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM [ALT 69,000-72,000 FT], TOWARD WEST AND FACED SOUTH OF [ALT 69,000-72,000 FT].
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): 1965-1966 72 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM WEST OF TOWARD WEST AND PASSED EAST OF [ALT 8,200-75,500 FT]
CATEGORY = 429
MESSAGE = 23678974
LH 0011 2510710
ZNY MMISH
ZKZX PP DE

ZEM

INTEL SECTION FIVE

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED

29
Radar tracking of unidentified flying objects (UFO):

- A. 0028-0325, four UFO (probably balloons) moved slowly from SE of...
- B. 0325-0515, one UFO (probably a balloon) moved slowly from...
- C. 0325-0515, one UFO (probably a balloon) moved slowly from North of...

ID: 1355-1638, 3 UFO (probably balloons) moved from...

Alt: 69,000-79,000 ft. E2, IMPDET. #0011 NN.
CATEGORY = 498
MESSAGE = 03673967

LN #0014 2500739
ZNY PRINSH
ZKZK PP

5. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 1025-1505, 26 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED OVER ALT 69,000-98,600 FT. B. 1520-1548, ONE UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED FROM THE AREA BETWEEN AND TOWARD WEST, AND PASSED

6. UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): 0025-0920, 21 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM THE AREA BETWEEN AND TOWARD WEST, AND PASSED ALT 16,500-82,000 FT.}
MESSAGE = 03673942

LINE 13815 2420717
ZHY MNISH
ZKZX PP DE

6. UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO):
Ø135-1248, 15 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM THE AREA BETWEEN ... AND ... TOWARD WEST AND PASSED ... AND EAST OF ... ALT 62,400-79,000 FT.
CATEGORY = 400
MESSAGE = 3668993
LH 38015 2440655
ZNY MNNSH
ZKZK PP DE

ZEM
SPECIAL NOTICE UNTIL SECTION NINE THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED:

TOP SECRET ON
5. UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): During 0914-0930, RADAR TRACKED 23 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVING FROM THE AREA BETWEEN X AND Y (TOWARD WEST AND PASSING N). IMPDET. 0915 NNN
D. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0715-0811, ONE UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED OVER AND
ALT 78,000 FT. B. 0556-0917, ONE UFO (PROBABLY A
BALLOON) MOVED OVER ALT 87,620 FT. 7.
5. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0458-0945, NINE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM NORTH OF ZKZK TOWARD WEST AND PASSED NE OF ZKZX ALT 85,300-88,000 FT. B. 1054-1118, FIVE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM TOWARD WEST AND FADED ALT 66,000 FT. C. 1859-1205, 100 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM TOWARD WEST AND FADED NEAR ALT 66,000 FT.
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO):  A. 0535-0710, ONE UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED FROM TOWARD WEST SLOWLY AND PASSED...

AND  B. 0540-1120, SEVEN UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM S-W TO TOWARD WEST SLOWLY AND PASSED...ALT 54,000-69,000 FT. 

C. 0650-0716, TWO UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM NORTH TO TOWARD WEST SLOWLY AND PASSED...

DE...

TOP SECRET UMBRA
8653-0653, one WFO—(probably a balloon) moved north of
CATEGORY = 400
MESSAGE = 03668815
LH #111 2360556
ZNY MNNSH
ZKZX DE

7. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO:
A. 0345-0627, 14 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM SW OF AND EAST OF
FT. B. 1431-1650, TWO UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED OVER
ALT 18,000 FT. AND ALT 67,000-78,000 FT.
TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: 22.

RADAR

TOP SECRET
SECRET INFORMATION

CATEGORY = 488
MESSAGE = 03663888
LH D0712 2330756
ZNY PMN5R
ZKZK PP

EM
WITH ALL SECTION NINE, THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED...
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: 34

RE: RADAR TRACKING OF

#012 NNN

TOP SECRET UMBRA
5. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO):

1948-1954. 21 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED OVER... AND ...

ALT 69,000 FT. 2.

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO)

1954-1960. 25 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM WEST OF... AND WEST OF ...

TOWARD WEST AND PASSED...

ALT 10,000-69,000 FT.
Message = 03653668

Identified flying objects (UFO): 0627-0805. 13 UFO (probably balloons) moved slowly from toward SW and passed 1100 feet. Alt 16,500 ft.
TOP SECRET UNORAN

TRACING OF (UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO)) 1349-1628. 20 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED OVER.

ALT 69,800 FT.

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO: E2, IMPDET. #8918 HHN)
CATEGORI= 499
MESSAGE = 33653632
LU HAH 12 2270723
ZNY HHWISH
ZKZK PP DE

7. RADAR TRACKING OF
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 1151-1331, 16 UED (PROBABLY BALLOONS)
MOVED SLOWLY FROM [REDacted] AND [REDacted] TOWARD WEST,
ALT 49,200-75,000 FT. B. 1502-1515, ONE UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED FROM
[TOWARD WEST, ALT 72,100 FT.],[REDacted]

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0923-0910, 16 UED (PROBABLY BALLOONS)
MOVED SLOWLY FROM NW OF [REDacted] AND PASSED [REDacted]
(AND)

(PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM SW OF TOWARD WEST AND PASSED B. Õ528-1038, 12 UFO

ALT 85,300-88,500 FT.

(TOWARD WEST AND PASSED)

(AND)

ALT 62,400-72,100 FT. C. Õ603-1038, TWO UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM SW OF TOWARD WEST AND PASSED ALT 10,000 FT.

D. 1149-1328, SIX UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM TOWARD NW AND

ALT 10,000-64,000 FT. E. 1313-1332, THREE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM TOWARD WEST, ALT 30,000-36,000 FT.
CAGEORY = 408
MESSAGE = 3653622
LH 40810 2260814
ZNY MNSSH
ZKZK:PP
DE
ZEM
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED:

RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: 22.